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A B S T R A C T

A novel full-swing, low-power and energy-aware full adder using hybrid logic scheme is presented in this paper.
At first, a new energy-efficient 10T XOR-XNOR cell is designed by modifying inverter and pass transistor based 3T
XOR-XNOR gates combined with a feedback loop. The performance of this new cell is compared with some re-
ported ones and then, using this new cell and two other modules, a novel full adder circuit is proposed and
evaluated in TSMC 0.18 μm CMOS process technology. Post-layout simulations using Cadence Virtuoso tool
showed 33%–74% and 35%–81% improvement in terms of power consumption and power-delay product (PDP),
respectively, compared with some well-known counterparts in the literature. Furthermore, high-performance
claim of our proposed full adder cell is verified through the process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations'
simulation of the adders. Finally, implementation of different full adders in 4-bit ripple carry adders (RCAs)
proved our new design has high performance in the aspects of power dissipation and PDP.

1. Introduction

In recent years, due to rapid growth in portable electronic devices
such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), smart phones and laptop
computers, demand for low-power, high-speed and small chip area cir-
cuits has been largely investigated in VLSI circuits and systems. Arith-
metic units play a vital role in all stated devices and full adder cells are
the fundamental building blocks used extensively in these units. Hence,
enhancing the performance features of full adders will affect the entire
system performance.

Many papers have been published regarding design of full adder cells
in the literature [1–9]. Although all of them carry out the same function,
the internal logic structures are distinct, yielding difference in propaga-
tion delay, power consumption, size and wiring complexity of the cir-
cuits. Three main structures of reported full adder cells at module level
are depicted in Fig. 1 and the logic equations are listed in Table 1, where
H and H designate A� B and A� B, respectively (The logic expressions
written for Fig. 1(a) are related to a special group of hybrid full adders
called ‘centralized full adders’).

The first group of full adders are hybrid full adders which use 3-
Module structure shown in Fig. 1(a) [1]. Many authors have used the best
available modules or enhance them to present a power-delay efficient full
adder cell based on this scheme [2,3,26]. HPSC [2] and Hybrid-CMOS

[3] full adders are designed using reliable modules and provide
full-swing outputs with admirable driving capability but they suffer from
slow response at low voltages and high power consumption issues,
respectively. Authors in Ref. [4] presented an alternative internal logic
structure for the full adder cell illustrated in Fig. 1(b). They proposed two
full-swing output adders based on their new architecture using double
pass-transistor logic (DPL) and swing restored complementary
pass-transistor logic (SR-CPL) to offer better power-delay product (PDP)
value but their designs are not efficient in terms of power consumption
and transistor count (28T and 26T). Fig. 1(c) shows the third internal
logic approach presented by Kumar and Sharma [5]. They presented two
energy-efficient 1-bit full adder cells which also occupies less area than
adders in Refs. [2–4]. The most important drawback of their designs is
high carry propagation delay due to sharing of input carry in two mod-
ules which causes low-speed when used in cascaded structures such as
ripple carry adders (RCAs) and regular multipliers.

On the other hand, small number of transistors are adapted in
designing low-power full adders such as static energy-recovery full
(SERF) adder [6], 9A [7], 8T [8,9], 10T [10] and Shannon's theorem
based [11] full adders. These adders occupy less area and consume less
power but suffer from non-full swing outputs. As the minimum feature
size of MOSFET devices is scaling down into only a few nanometers, the
supply voltage should be decreased to prevent hot-carrier effects in
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CMOS circuits [12]. However, due to the mentioned problem, utilizing
these adders in cascaded and bigger structures where a chain of full
adders is needed may cause malfunction (especially at low voltages and
submicron technologies). Consequently, an optimized design is required
for full adder circuit to prevent any reduction in the output signals levels.

In this paper a new full-swing hybrid full adder cell which is more
energy-efficient than previously designed ones is presented. The circuit
was realized using 18 MOSFETS in TSMC 0.18 μm CMOS technology and
VDD¼ 1.8v in Cadence Virtuoso tool and optimized to satisfy the best
PDP value. Post-Layout simulations showed that power consumption
(3.79 μW) and PDP (0.88 fJ) of our new design are lower compared with
existing full adders. Furthermore, the design was verified to be promising
by process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations' analysis and by
using it in a 4-bit RCA.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a new
energy-efficient circuit for Module 1 (XOR-XNOR cell) is designed.
Describing possible circuits for Modules 2 and 3 and proposing a novel
18T full adder are presented in section 3. Different simulation results for
both 1-bit full adders and 4-bit RCAs are reported in section 4 and section
5 concludes this work.

2. Proposed XOR-XNOR cell

2.1. Design of proposed XOR-XNOR cell

Module 1 in the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) is an XOR-XNOR cell

generating H and H signals which drive some inputs of the next two
modules. A variety of topologies have been proposed in the literature to
realize this module using different logic styles [3,4,13–15]. In the rest of
this section, we design a new high-performance XOR-XNOR circuit.

Fig. 2(a) [8] and (b) [9] show designs of XOR and XNOR gates based
on modified version of Static-CMOS inverter besides a pass transistor.

These circuits use only three transistors and also don't require the
complementary form of inputs but suffer from two issues. First, consider
the 3T-XOR gate shown in Fig. 2(a). When input B is at high level and
transistor M3 is off, the entire circuit operates like a typical inverter and
complement form of input A passes to H output. But the problem occurs
when input B changes to logic ‘0’. When A¼ B¼ 0, the H output level
equals to absolute threshold value of a pMOS transistor (jVTPj). Authors
in Ref. [8] showed that by fixing channel length of transistor M3 (L) and
increasing its channel width (W), jVTPj can be reduced according to the
threshold voltage (VT) equation expressed below [16]:

VT ¼ VT0 þ γ
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

VSB þ φ0

p � ffiffiffiffiffi
φ0

p �
� αl

tOX
L

ðVSB þ φ0Þ � αV
tOX
L
VDS

þ αW
tOX
W

ðVSB þ φ0Þ (1)

Where VT0, γ, tox, L andW are zero bias threshold voltage, bulk threshold
coefficient, oxide thickness, channel length and channel width, respec-
tively. Also φ0 is 2φF (where φF is Fermi potential) and αl, αV, and αW are
the process dependent parameters. Although increasing W/L ratio of M3
can reduce the amount of jVTPj and therefore, a better logic ‘0’ is offered
at H output, this output level is still unacceptable and can cause mal-
function in cascaded modes and submicron technologies. The other
problem occurs when AB¼ 10, where transistors M1 and M3 switch ON.
Here the output must be a perfect logic ‘1’. This can be achieved by
passing logic ‘1’ across transistor M3, but as transistor M1 is ON and
tends to discharge H node to logic ‘0’, an unknown state happens. In the
case of 3T-XNOR gate shown in Fig. 2(b), when AB¼ 11, the H output
will be lower than normal value by VTN (i.e., VDD - VTN) and an unknown
state occurs when AB¼ 01.

Fig. 1. Three main structures of full adder cells in the literature. (a) Hybrid design scheme [1], (b) Aguirre's logic scheme [4] and (c) Kumar's logic scheme [5].

Table 1
Logic equations of different structures shown in Fig. 1

Structure Logic function

Sum Cout

Fig. 1(a) HCin þ HCin ¼ ðA� BÞ � Cin HCin þ HA
Fig. 1(b) HCin þ HCin ¼ ðA� BÞ � Cin CinðABÞ þ CinðAþ BÞ
Fig. 1(c) ðB� CinÞðAðB� CinÞÞ þ AðB� CinÞ AðB� CinÞ þ CinðB� CinÞ

Fig. 2. XOR and XNOR gates based on inverter and
pass transistor. (a) 3T-XOR gate [8], (b) 3T-XNOR
gate [9].
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